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About This Content

Long after Sub-Zero eliminated the cyber Lin Kuei, Special Forces discovered their hidden data storage site and downloaded
several files into a test body. The consciousness of Sektor, Cyrax and Smoke somehow intermingled and brought the body to

life. The Triborg wiped the lab clean of human occupants - and now seeks to eliminate all organic life.
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Title: Triborg
Genre: Action
Developer:
NetherRealm Studios, High Voltage Software, QLOC
Franchise:
Mortal Kombat
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit: Vista, Win 7, Win 8, Win 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 | AMD Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 36 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Polish,Russian,German
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4 brilliant characters.. Triborg is not working for me. It just crashes my game.. I love the secret "Cyber Sub-Zero". Easily the
best out of every individual character, since this is basically four characters in one (each character taking up one of the style
slots, including the hidden barebones style being Cyber Sub Zero!), but in the end you're -still- better off getting Kombat Pack
2, giving you all the characters and more at a far better value.. You can play as Cyber Sub-Zero as well! Secret 4th variation
unlocked like this: the second you pick Triborg press UP twice and then press the Back Punch button (Default Y for xbox
controller, Triangle for playstation, I for keyboard). Totally cool secret. And now Cyber Sub-Zero has a drone that he can
deploy that enhances his special moves when you hold down the last button in the sequence.

The starting animation for each X-Ray is different, but unfortunately the rest of the X-Ray is the same no matter which of the 4
variations you choose. Each variation is still very cool though and satisfying to play.. best character in mortal kombat X
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it has a secret character in it too. Essentially 4 entirely different characters packaged as 1. Sektor, Cyrax and Smoke have all of
their classic moves, whereas Cyber Subzero is fun, but more of a novelty imo.. got a boner over it, lit af m8. The irony is there is
no real "Triborg" character with his own moveset. You're actually getting each of the four cyborgs from previous games in the
series combined into one slot. Instead of picking a variation you pick if you want to play as Smoke, Sektor, Cyrax, or the hidden
option, Cyber Sub-Zero. Some of the basic kombos are the same between all four, but each does have some unique kombos of
their own and all of their special moves are unique to that version. So Smoke gets his harpoon and phasing through projectiles,
Sektor has rockets and a flamethrower, Cyrax uses his net and bombs, and Cyber SZ has freeze beams and new ice drones that
can be summoned and later used to enhance his other ice specials.

I bought Triborg separately when he was on sale for $2.49 not really sure I'd like him because I never cared about the cyborgs in
any of the other games, but I figured for the price it was worth the gamble. I'm so glad I did because he's quickly become my
favorite character in the game, mainly the Smoke version. He's just so nimble and his kombos are very easy to start. One of the
easiest is just a quick slide in to hit low and then chain it into a kick. It's so basic but feels so good to do, because it feels fast
and agile and just the hard pounding thud of metal on impact is really satisfying. Sektor also seems really good, but I haven't
played much of Cyrax or Cyber SZ yet because they seem to take more planning to pull off long combos, what with timing the
bombs and having drones on stand-by. More advanced players could do great things with them, I'm sure. For now I definitely
feel like I got my money's worth with just Smoke. The other three forms are a bonus and I'll get to learning them in due time.. I
like Tri borg and I am happy they added him in, but...
Pros
charecter:
Tri borg is 4 charecters, Sektor, Cyrax, Smoke, and hidden charecter Cyber Sub-Zero and that is cool for 5 bucks

Disign:
The disign for these charecters in super nice. I love smokes disign so much more then in MK9.

Fun
Tri Borg is generally a fun charecter to play as. He has nice combos relating to each charecter he represents.

Cons:
Fatalities
I really wish that each charecter had there own fatalities. Tri Borg has two of the same fatalities, same x-ray, same basic attacks,
same throw, and same tower ending no matter who you play as. These really makes me mad becuase I want Sektor's scarcrow
fatality and Sektor's nothing but net. I liked ther X-rays and moves this makes me
really\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

I would get this with XL, not by itself. Triborg is a great addition, its like getting multiple characters in one. I used to really like
playing as Cyrax in some of the older games.
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